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The Nakajima–Zwanzig generalized quantum master equation~GQME! provides a general, and
formally exact, prescription for simulating the reduced dynamics of a quantum system coupled to a,
possibly anharmonic, quantum bath. In this equation, a memory kernel superoperator accounts for
the influence of the bath on the dynamics of the system. In a previous paper@Q. Shi and E. Geva,
J. Chem. Phys.119, 12045~2003!# we proposed a new approach to calculating the memory kernel,
in the case of arbitrary system-bath coupling. Within this approach, the memory kernel is obtained
by solving a set of two integral equations, which requires a new type of two-time system-dependent
bath correlation functions as input. In the present paper, we consider the application of the linearized
semiclassical~LSC! approximation for calculating those correlation functions, and subsequently the
memory kernel. The new approach is tested on a benchmark spin-boson model. Application of the
LSC approximation for calculating the relatively short-lived memory kernel, followed by a
numerically exact solution of the GQME, is found to provide an accurate description of the
relaxation dynamics. The success of the proposed LSC–GQME methodology is contrasted with the
failure of both the direct application of the LSC approximation and the weak coupling treatment to
provide an accurate description of the dynamics, for the same model, except at very short times. The
feasibility of the new methodology to anharmonic systems is also demonstrated in the case of a two
level system coupled to a chain of Lennard–Jones atoms. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1738109#
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum effects play a central role in a variety of im-
portant processes that take place in condensed phase
environments.1–3 Hence, the simulation of quantum dynam-
ics in condensed phase hosts is one of the most important
challenges facing theoretical chemistry. Whereas numerically
exact classical molecular dynamics simulations are feasible
for relatively complex many-body systems, the analogous
numerically exact solution of the Schro¨dinger equation4–8
for such systems remains far beyond the reach of currently
available computer resources, due to the exponential scaling
of the computational effort with the number of degrees of
freedom~DOF!.
A common approach for dealing with this difficulty is
based on the observation that, in practice, one can often di-
rectly probe and/or manipulate only a small number of the
DOF. The subsystem subject to direct observation and/or ma-
nipulation may correspond to the reaction coordinate, a re-
laxing vibrational mode of a solute molecule, or an optically
active transition in a solvated chromophore molecule. Thus,
it is worthwhile to consider a strategy that combines an ac-
curate description of the subsystem, which will be referred to
as the systemfrom now on, with a minimal, yet accurate,
treatment of the rest of the DOF, which will be referred to as
the bath. The key to the success of such an approach relies
on one’s ability to accurately filter out those aspects of the
many-body bath dynamics which affect the system. It should
be noted that this point of view is analogous to that taken in
many experiments, where the environment DOF are probed
via their impact on the observed system. Thus, this approach
has the additional advantage of isolating those aspects of the
bath dynamics which are probed by performing measure-
ments on the system.
Let us consider a general system, where the overall
quantum-mechanical Hamiltonian has been separated into
the following four generic terms:~1! The system Hamil-
tonian, Ĥs , which only depends on the system DOF;~2! The
bath Hamiltonian, Ĥb , which only depends on the bath
DOF; ~3! The system-bath coupling, Ĥbs; and ~4! Ŵ(t),
which stands for an external perturbation that the system is
subject to, and which can be described in terms of system
operators and explicitly time-dependent classical fields
Ĥ5Ĥs1Ĥb1Ĥbs1Ŵ~ t !. ~1!
The available theoretical approaches for dealing with the sys-
tem dynamics can then be classified based on the assump-
tions they make with respect toĤbs andŴ(t) ~cf. Fig. 1!. In
the absence of an external perturbation, i.e.,Ŵ(t)50, the
overall system~the system plus the bath! will be at a state of
equilibrium, which is described by a density operator of the
form r̂5e2bĤ/Tr@e2bĤ# (b51/kBT, where kB is Boltz-
mann’s constant andT is the absolute temperature!. Most
experiments start with the overall system in this state. The
scaling of the computational effort involved in computing
quantum mechanical expectation values at such an equilib-a!Electronic mail: eitan@umich.edu
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rium state is favorable, and they can be calculated via pow-
erful imaginary-time path integral techniques, for relatively
complex many-body systems.9,10
Linear response theory~LRT! is applicable in the case
whereŴ(t) is finite, but can be treated as a small perturba-
tion. It corresponds to the region that lie close to the origin
and along theĤbs axis in Fig. 1. In this case, the nonequilib-
rium relaxation dynamics of the overall system is the same
as that of its spontaneous fluctuations around equilibrium,
and can be described in terms of two-time correlation func-
tions ~CFs!.11 It should be noted that LRT does not require
that we explicitly divide the overall system into a system and
a bath, and is in fact valid for an arbitrary system-bath cou-
pling. At the same time, the earlier mentioned CFs represent
much more reduced quantities in comparison to the full wave
function or density matrix of the overall system. As such,
they may be thought of as filtering out those aspects of the
overall system dynamics which are relevant for describing
the relaxation process. LRT is particularly useful in two situ-
ations:~1! When the system is subject to a relatively weak
external perturbation, which shifts the overall system only
slightly relative to its equilibrium state;~2! When the system
follows rate kinetics, such that the rate constant does not
depend on the initial state, and can therefore beconveniently
calculated with an initial state which is in the close vicinity
of equilibrium. An important example for the first scenario is
provided by linear spectroscopy, where the laser field is often
treated as a small perturbation. For example, the absorption
spectrum of a chromophore in solution can be expressed in
terms of a two-time dipole CF. In fact, this approach can be
extended so as to account for higher order nonlinear response
to the laser field, and put it in terms of multitime dipole
CFs.12 However, it should be noted that such multitime CFs
become increasingly more difficult to compute as one moves
further and further away from equilibrium. An important ex-
ample of the second scenario is given by chemical reactions,
where rare event statistics associated with barrier crossing
leads to rate kinetics, and where the rate constant can be
expressed in terms of a two-time CF which involves the
reactive flux operator.13,14
Another important class of methods is based on the ex-
plicit division of the overall system into a system and a bath,
and corresponds to the case whereĤbs can be treated as a
small perturbation. This corresponds to the region that lies
along, and in the close vicinity of, theŴ(t) axis in Fig. 1.
The assumption of weak coupling~WC! between the system
and the bath, augmented with the complementary assumption
that the system’s relaxation occurs on a time scale which is
much longer than that of the bath fluctuations, then leads to a
description of the system dynamics by a Markovian quantum
master equation~QME! of the Bloch–Redfield type.11,15–39
In this case, the influence of the bath shows up via popula-
tion and phase relaxation rate constants, which can be ex-
pressed in terms of two-time free-bath CFs. In principle, the
QME approach can be extended so as to take into account
higher order terms in the perturbation expansion with respect
to the system-bath coupling.26,40–43 However, the latter are
given in terms of multitime CFs, and are difficult to compute
in practice.
The availability of feasible methods drops rapidly as one
moves into the region where neitherŴ(t) nor Ĥbs can be
treated as small perturbations~cf. Fig. 1!. One approach,
which gained popularity over the last several decades, is
based on the path integral formulation of quantum
mechanics,44–46 and introduces the influence of the bath in
terms of aninfluence functional~IF!.47 One of the most im-
portant advantages of this approach has to do with the fact
that theexactIF can be obtained in closed form, in the case
of linear coupling to a harmonic bath.48–51This fact, in con-
junction with important algorithmic advances, such as the
development of iterative tensor quasiadiabatic propagators
by Makri and co-workers, have opened the door to numeri-
cally exact calculations of the reduced dynamics of this type
of systems~as long as one can evaluate the remaining path
integral over the system DOF!.52–67However, there are many
important systems, e.g., liquid solutions, where it is difficult,
and perhaps even impossible, to map the bath Hamiltonian
onto a harmonic one. Recent attempts by Makri and co-
workers to use semiclassical approximations in order to
evaluate the IF in the case of anharmonic baths and nonlinear
coupling68–70 appear promising, and their relationship to the
present work will be discussed in Sec. V.
An alternative to the IF approach may be based on
the equation of motion that governs the system dynamics,
which is known as thegeneralized quantum master
equation ~GQME!.16,17,71–77 The Nakajima–Zwanzig
GQME16,17,20–24,71–78represents such an exact equation of
motion. In this equation, the influence of the bath on the
system is given in terms of amemory kernelsuperoperator.
The latter is analogous to the IF in the sense that it contains
all the information needed in order to account for the influ-
ence of the bath on the system dynamics. However, the use
of this GQME, as such, has been rather limited due to diffi-
culties in evaluating the memory kernel. As a result, the
GQME has been mostly used as the starting point of more
approximate treatments. The most popular approximation is
based on the assumption that the system is weakly coupled to
the bath, and leads to the earlier mentioned QME of the
Bloch–Redfield type. Unfortunately, the very same WC as-
FIG. 1. A classification of theoretical approaches based on the assumptions
they make with respect to the strength of the system-bath coupling,Ĥbs, and
external perturbation,Ŵ(t).
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sumption imposes serious restrictions on the range of phe-
nomena that can be described by QMEs, and especially so in
condensed phase systems. For example, QMEs are unable to
describe such important phenomena as solvation dynamics
and solvent memory effects, which are central to solution
chemistry.
In a previous paper,78 we presented a new framework for
calculating the Nakajima–Zwanzig memory kernelwithout
resorting to the assumption of weak system-bath coupling.
The strategy we proposed is based on expressing this kernel
in terms of two-timesystem-dependent bath correlation func-
tions ~SDBCFs!, which should be contrasted with thefree-
bath CFs that the WC approach gives rise to. The transition
from bath-free to system-dependent CFs reflects the fact that
one has to account for the reverse action of the system on the
bath, which remains unaccounted for within the framework
of the WC approach. It should be noted that properly ac-
counting for this feedback reaction is crucial for describing
such important phenomena as solvation dynamics.
A demonstration of the new approach in the case of a
two-level system linearly coupled to a harmonic bath has
been provided in Ref. 78. In this case, it was possible to
compute theexactSDBCFs, and hence, the exact memory
kernel. However, in the more general case of nonlinear cou-
pling to an anharmonic bath, one would have to develop
feasible and reliable approximate schemes for calculating the
sought after SDBCFs. In the present paper, we consider a
methodology which will be applicable within this more gen-
eral scenario.
Several strategies have been proposed over the last two
decades, that attempt to address the challenge of providing
an effective, computationally feasible, and versatile approxi-
mate method for calculating quantum-mechanical CFs.
Those methods are based on various approaches, including a
mixed quantum-classical treatment,79–84 analytical contin-
uation,85–94 centroid molecular dynamics,14,95–111 quantum
mode coupling theory,93,112–115 and the semiclassical
approximation.2,68,116–133From those, semiclassical and ana-
lytical continuation methods appear to be the most suitable
for calculating the SDBCFs. Since;N4 SDBCFs are re-
quired for calculating the memory kernel, it is important to
choose the most cost-effective method~as long as it is reli-
able! . In this paper we consider the application of the lin-
earized semiclassical~LSC! method, which is very flexible
and relatively inexpensive, to the calculation of the
Nakajima–Zwanzig memory kernel. It is important to note
that the LSC approximation, like many of the other approxi-
mate methods mentioned earlier, works better at short times.
Thus, while LSC will probably fail when applied directly to
simulate the system dynamics, one expects it to do much
better if it is only used for calculating the memory kernel,
which is often relatively short lived, followed by solving the
Nakajima–Zwanzig GQME in a numerically exact manner.
The structure of the remainder of this paper is as fol-
lows: The theoretical framework for the Nakajima–Zwanzig
memory kernel is outlined in Sec. II. The application of the
LSC approximation to the calculation of the this memory
kernel is considered in Sec. III. The methodology is tested on
a benchmark spin-boson problem and its feasibility is dem-
onstrated in the case of an anharmonic bath model in Sec. IV.
The main conclusions are summarized and discussed in
Sec. V.
II. THE MEMORY KERNEL
In this section we provide an overview of our recently
proposed approach to calculating the memory kernel of the
Nakajima–Zwanzig GQME, for an arbitrary system-bath
coupling. The formalism presented herein is based on a
somewhat more general treatment of the system-bath cou-
pling term, but is otherwise similar to that in Ref. 78~where
more detailed discussion of other aspects of the theory has
been provided!.
We consider an overall system with the following gen-
eral quantum-mechanical Hamiltonian
Ĥ5Ĥs1Ĥb1Ĥbs, ~2!
where Ĥs , Ĥb , and Ĥbs are as in Eq.~1! @Ŵ(t) may be
added at a later stage via the Hamiltonian term in the
GQME#. The initial state of the overall system is assumed to
have the following factorized form:
r̂~0!5 r̂s~0! ^ r̂b
eq, ~3!




is the density operator of the free bath at thermal equilibrium
(Trb stands for partial trace with respect to the Hilbert space





As is well known, the reduced quantum dynamics of the
system can be described by the formally exact Nakajima–
Zwanzig GQME,16,17,71–75,77which assumes the following










Here, Ls(•)5@Ĥs ,•# and *0t dtK(t) r̂s(t2t) represent the
bath-free~Hamiltonian! and bath-induced~non-Hamiltonian!
contributions to the system dynamics, respectively. The








Trb$Lbse2 i ~L2LbsP!t/\Lbsr̂beq%, ~7!
whereL(•)5@Ĥ,•#, Lbs(•)5@Ĥbs,•#, Q512P and
P~• !5 r̂beq^ Trb~• !. ~8!
As was shown in Ref. 78, the memory kernel,K~t!, can
be obtained from the following equation:










K2(t) is an auxiliary quantity which can be obtained by











Thus, finding K~t! translates into calculatingK1(t) and
K3(t), followed by solving Eq.~11! for K2(t), and Eq.~9!
for K~t!.
K1(t) andK3(t) are system superoperators. Within the
framework of a Liouville-space-based description and tet-
radic notation,12 those superoperators can be represented by
N23N2 matrices, in the case of anN-state system. We as-
sume thatĤbs is given in terms of the system coordinates,
such thatĤbs5Ĥbs( x̂), wherex̂ is the system position opera-
tor. The matrix elements ofK1(t) andK3(t) in terms of the
system position representation are then given by

















where, the averagê̄ &eq
0 is defined similarly to that in Eq.
~5!, and
Ĝ~2,b,a,1;t!5^x2ueiĤ t/\uxb&Ĝ^xaue2 iĤ t/\ux1&. ~15!
Here,Ĝ is a bath operator, which in our case is given in terms
of either Ĥbs(x) or Î b ~the latter is the bath unity operator!.
Thus, all the information needed for determining the influ-
ence of the bath on the system is now contained in quantities
of the form ^Ĝ(2,b,a,1;t)L̂&eq
0 whereĜ and L̂ are bath op-
erator ~and which depend parametrically on the system
states!. We refer to quantities of the form̂Ĝ(2,b,a,1;t)L̂&eq
0
as SDBCFs.
In the case of anN-state system, the superoperatorsK~t!,
K1(t), andK3(t) are represented byN23N2 matrices. The
need for computing;N4 SDBCFs obviously imposes re-
strictions on the type of applications that will be accessible
to the proposed approach. However, a significant number of
nontrivial applications involve systems which can be de-
scribed in terms of a relatively small number of states, where
the computational effort would be manageable. Furthermore,
the effective number of elements can be brought down some-
what, to N3(N21)/2 in the case ofK~t! and K1(t), and
N2(N211)/2 in the case ofK3(t), by taking advantage of
their symmetries.78
III. A LSC APPROXIMATION OF THE SYSTEM-
DEPENDENT BATH CORRELATION FUNCTIONS
In the present section, we consider the application of the
following approximation in the calculation of the SDBCFs:




E dq0E dp0AW~q0 ,p0!BW~qt~Cl! ,pt~Cl!!.
~16!
Here,f is the overall number of DOF,q5@q(1),...,q( f )# and
p5@p(1),...,p( f )# are the corresponding coordinates and mo-
menta
AW~q,p!5E dDe2 ipD/\^q1D/2uÂuq2D/2& ~17!
is the classical-like Wigner transform of the quantum me-
chanical operatorÂ $with D5@D (1),...,D ( f )#%134,135 and
qt
(Cl)5qt
(Cl)(q0 ,p0) and pt
(Cl)5pt
(Cl)(q0 ,p0) are propagated
classically with the initial conditionsq0 and p0 . For later
reference, we denote the approximation in Eq.~16! as the
LSC approximation~the reason behind the name is clarified
later!.
The LSC approximation, as well as other related treat-
ments which are based on the Wigner representation, have
been considered, in a variety of contexts, by many workers
in the past.116,117,125,130,134–152For example, Eq.~16! can be
obtained from the general theory of Wigner distributions via
the following straightforward procedure:




E dq0E dp0@Âe2bĤ#W~q0 ,p0!








The first equality in Eq.~18! is exact, and the second is based
on the \→0 limit of the equation of motion of
@eiĤ t/\B̂e2 iĤ t/\#W . The LSC approximation can also be de-
rived within the framework of the semiclassical initial-value-
representation methodology.116,130,132,147–151For example,
Miller and co-workers, have recently derived it bylineariz-
ing the forward-backward action in the semiclassical initial-
value-representation~IVR! expression for a quantum-
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mechanical CF, with respect to the difference between the
forward and backward trajectories~the LSC approximation
has been denoted LSC–IVR by those workers!. We also note
that the very same approximation can be derived by linear-
izing the forward-backward action in theexactreal-time path
integral expression for the CF, and without explicitly invok-
ing the semiclassical initial-value-representation approxi-
mation.153
The major advantage of a LSC-based approach has to do
with its computational feasibility~although the computation
of the Wigner transform in systems with many DOF is not
trivial!.116,154–156The approximation also has the attractive
features of being exact at the initial time, at the classical
limit, and for harmonic systems. Its main disadvantage has to
do with the fact that it can only capture quantum dynamical
effects that arise from short-time interferences between the
various trajectories~the longer time dynamics is purely
classical!.148 However, it should be noted that this may rep-
resent less of a problem in the case of condensed phase sys-
tems, where CFs are relatively short-lived.
It should be noted that the LSC approximation can also
be used to describe thenonequilibriumdynamics of a system
coupled to a bath.148,150The procedure is based on the fact
that the matrix elements ofr̂s(t), in a representation of one’s
choice, can be written in the form of CFs of the overall
system@cf. Eq. ~16!#:
^uur̂s~ t !uv&5Trs@ uv&^uur̂s~ t !#5Tr@ uv&^uur̂~ t !#








However, it is important to note that the reliability of the
approximation in the last equality of Eq.~19! is limited to
very short times.
Employing the LSC approximation, Eq.~16!, for calcu-
lating the SDBCFs is straightforward once the latter are re-




eq^x2ueiĤ t/\uxb&Ĝ^xaue2 iĤ t/\ux1&%
5Tr$L̂r̂b




E dQ0E dP0E dx0E dp0@L̂r̂beq#W






where Q5@Q(1),...,Q(N)# and P5@P(1),...,P(N)# corre-
spond to the coordinates and conjugate momenta of the bath
DOF, whilex andp correspond to the coordinate and conju-
gate momentum of the system DOF~assumed to be one di-
mensional for the sake of simplicity!.
In many applications of interest, such as nonadiabatic
electron transfer and optical spectroscopy, the system corre-
sponds to electronic DOF, and is most conveniently de-
scribed in terms of a discrete manifold of states, rather than
in terms of the electronic coordinates and momenta. In such
cases, it is convenient to employ the Meyer–Miller~MM !
method for mapping the discrete electronic manifold onto an
isomorphic system that consists of harmonic
modes.132,148,150,157–162More specifically, if the system Hil-
bert space is spanned by the discrete basis$u1&,...,un&%,
than, following Refs. 161 and 162, one can represent the
corresponding eigen-projectors in terms of bosonic creation
and annihilation operators
u j &^ku↔â j†âk , @ â j† ,âk#5d~ j ,k!. ~21!
The mapping in Eq.~21! is justified by the fact that the
operators$u j &^ku% satisfy the same commutation relations as
the operators$â j
†âk%. Furthermore, the operatorsâ j
† and â j
can be associated with a fictitious harmonic mode which
corresponds to the following coordinate and momentum op-
erators
q̂ j5A\2 ~ â j1â j†!, p̂ j52 iA
\
2
~ â j2â j
†!, @ q̂ j ,p̂ j #5 i\.
~22!
As a result, one can map the original discrete states onto the
corresponding states ofn harmonic modes
u1&↔u1,0,...,0&, u2&↔u0,1,...,0&,...,un&↔u0,0,...,1&.
~23!
One can also map the operators defined within the original
discrete manifold of electronic states, onto operators that can
be given in terms of the coordinates and momenta operators
of the harmonic modes






u j &^ku↔â j†âk5
1
2\
~ q̂ j q̂k1 p̂ j p̂k1 i q̂ j p̂k2 i p̂ j q̂k!. ~24!
Finally, as long as the Hamiltonian only includes operators of
the form â j
†âk , as it must, we are assured that the dynamics
will be restricted to the subspace of the Hilbert space of the
harmonic modes, which is spanned by the states in Eq.~23!
It is instructive to consider the application of the LSC
method to the calculation of the SDBCFs in the relatively
simple case of a two-level system~TLS! (n52). To this end,
we consider the following general Hamiltonian that describes





2M ~ l !
1V~Q̂!1L~Q̂!ŝz . ~25!
Here, ŝx5u1&^2u1u2&^1u, ŝy5(u1&^2u2u2&^1u)/ i
andŝz5u1&^1u2u2&^2u, whereŝzu6&56u6&. It should
be noted that in this case,ŝz plays the role of the system
coordinate,x̂. Following Refs. 150, 161, and 162, the TLS is
then mapped onto the isomorphic system that consists of two
harmonic oscillators with coordinates and momenta
(q1 ,p1) and (q2 ,p2), respectively, such thatu1&↔u1,0&
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and u2&↔u0,1&. The LSC approximation of the SDBCF in
Eq. ~20! involves the following four system Wigner trans-
forms that correspond to the operatorsu1&^1u, u2&^2u,
u1&^2u and u2&^1u, respectively,
@ u1,0&^1,0u#W~q,p!5
23

















































Finally, we note that, within the LSC approximation,
q6(t), p6(t), Q(t), and P(t) are propagated according to
classical mechanics, subject to the Hamiltonian in Eq.~25!.









2 )/2\, which are the classical vari-
ables that correspond to the operatorsŝx , ŝy , and ŝz ,








































In this section we employ the LSC approximation and
MM mapping, in order to calculate the SDBCFs, memory
kernel superoperator,K~t!, and subsequently simulate the
reduced quantum dynamics, in the case of two nontrivial
model systems. Both examples involve a TLS coupled to a
bath, with the overall Hamiltonian as in Eq.~25!. The first
example demonstrates the accuracy of the methodology, in
the context of a benchmark spin-boson problem,163,164while
the second example tests the feasibility of applying the
method to anharmonic systems.
A. A two-level system linearly coupled
to a harmonic bath
Consider an overall system whose Hamiltonian has the











c~ j !Q̂~ j !. ~29!
A complete characterization of this harmonic bath is pro-





M ~ j !v~ j !
d@v2v~ j !#. ~30!
The Wigner transform of the bath operatorL~Q̂! is trivial
and given by@L(Q̂)#W5L(Q). The Wigner transform of
L(Q̂) r̂b













H @ P̂~ j !#2




M ~ j !




c~k!H Q~k!2 i tanh@b\v~k!/2#
M ~k!v~k!
P~k!J . ~31!
The results reported later were obtained for a spectral





and the following values of the various parameters:D5V
51.0,b\V55.0, j50.1, andvc /V57.5. It should be noted
that results based on numerically exact SDBCFs have been
reported for the same model and parameters in Ref. 78. In
the present paper, we present results obtained by using the
LSC approximation and MM mapping in order to compute
the SDBCFs. It should be noted that the overall Hamiltonian,
including the TLS in the MM representation, is clearly an-




2 )/2\. Thus, the LSC method is not formally
exact in this case.
The procedure for obtaining the memory kernel, and
subsequently simulating the system dynamics, is similar to
that followed in Ref. 78. Briefly, the SDBCFs are computed
and used in order to calculateK1(t) and K3(t) on a 300
point time grid with a time step of 0.01V21. Equation~11! is
then solved forK2(t), via an iterative procedure, with
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K2(t)5K3(t) as the initial guess~10–20 iterations were
required for convergence!. The resultingK2(t) is then sub-
stituted into Eq.~9!, so as to obtainK~t! on the same 300
point time grid. The matrix representingK~t! is kept in
memory as a 2323300 array throughout the subsequent nu-
merical solution of the GQME, which is carried out by the
second-order Runge–Kutta method.165 A time step of 0.01
V21 has been used, andr̂s(t) over the previous 300 steps has
been kept in memory, as a 2323300 array, in order to evalu-
ate the non-Markovian contribution to the time derivative.
In Fig. 2, we show the relaxation of the population of
state u1&, P1(t)5^1ur̂s(t)u1&, to equilibrium, starting
from the initial stater̂s(0)5u1&^1u, as obtained via the
LSC–GQME method, where one solves the GQME with a
kernel that was computed based on the LSC approximation
and MM mapping~solid line!. Also shown in this figure are:
~1! The numerically exact result, as obtained via the iterative
tensor quasi-adiabatic propagator method of Makriet al.
~solid circles!;78 ~2! The result based on the WC treatment78
~dashed line!; and ~3! The result obtained via a direct appli-
cation of the LSC approximation to the TLS dynamics, Eq.
~19! ~dotted line!. It is first interesting to compare the results
of the WC and direct LSC treatments. Both are only accurate
at very short times. In the case of the direct LSC treatment,
the inaccuracy at longer times can be traced back to the fact
that the dynamics is purely classical. This is manifested by
the fact that the coherent oscillations areoverdampedand the
asymptotic equilibrium state is classical. In the case of the
WC treatment, the inaccuracy results from neglecting higher
order terms in the system-bath coupling. Thus, the coherent
oscillations areunderdamped, since the bath-induced deco-
herence is underestimated. Furthermore, although the
asymptotic state corresponds to a quantum-mechanical equi-
librium, the latter is described by a system density operator
of the formrs
eq5e2bĤs/Trs(e
2bĤs), and does not take bath-
induced shifts into account.166
The exact result in Fig. 2 lies between the predictions of
the direct LSC and WC treatments. The damping of the co-
herent oscillations is weaker in comparison to the direct LSC
treatment, but stronger in comparison to the WC treatment.
Furthermore, the asymptotic equilibrium state clearly devi-
ates from the corresponding classical equilibrium state, and
is also affected by the coupling to the bath, which is evident
from the significant deviation relative to the asymptotic state
that the WC treatment gives rise to. Finally, and most impor-
tantly, Fig. 2 shows that restricting the use of LSC to the
calculation of the short-lived memory kernel leads to a very
accurate result, which is almost indistinguishable from the
exact result. Thus, the LSC–GQME methodology is found to
be very accurate in a case where both the direct LSC and WC
treatments fail.
In the case of a TLS, there are only four independent
matrix elements of the memory kernel, which can be chosen
as78 ^̂ 12uK~t!u11&&, ^̂ 12uK~t!u22&&, ^̂ 12uK~t!u12&&,
and ^̂ 12uK~t!u21&&. Their real and imaginary parts, as ob-
tained from the exact, LSC-based and WC treatments, are
shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. The agreement of the
LSC-based and exact results is much better than the agree-
ment of the WC results with them. At the same time, the
agreement between the LSC-based and exact results is
clearly not as good as in the case of the actual system dy-
FIG. 2. The relaxation ofP1(t)5^1ur̂s(t)u1& to equilibrium in the case of
a TLS linearly coupled to a harmonic bath. Shown are the predictions of the
GQME with LSC-approximated kernel~LSC–GQME, solid line!, the exact
result~solid circles!, a prediction based on the WC treatment~dashed line!,
and the prediction based on direct application of LSC~dotted line!. FIG. 3. The exact, LSC-based and WC-based real parts of^̂ 12uK~t!u11&&
and ^̂ 12uK~t!u22&& ~upper panel!, ^̂ 12uK~t!u12&& ~middle panel!, and
^̂ 12uK~t!u21&& ~lower panel!, for a TLS coupled to a harmonic bath. Note
that ^̂ 12uK~t!u11&&5^̂ 12uK~t!u22&& at the WC limit.
FIG. 4. The exact, LSC-based and WC-based imaginary parts of^̂ 12uK~t!u
11&& and ^̂ 12uK~t!u22&& ~upper panel!, and ^̂ 12uK~t!u12&& ~lower
panel!, for a TLS coupled to a harmonic bath. Note that Im^̂ 12uK~t!u
21&&50 in this case~see lower panel of Fig. 3 for its real part!. Note that
^̂ 12uK~t!u11&&5^̂ 12uK~t!u22&& at the WC limit.
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namics~see Fig. 2!. We view this observation as encouraging
from a computational point of view, since it suggests that the
actual system dynamics is not very sensitive to the fine de-
tails of the SDBCFs. Thus, a moderately accurate memory
kernel may be sufficient for obtaining reliable predictions of
the system relaxation dynamics.
B. A two-level system nonlinearly coupled
to an anharmonic bath
Our second example involves the nonadiabatic relax-
ation dynamics of a TLS coupled to an anharmonic bath. The
latter consists of a linear chain of 11 helium atoms, that lie
along thex axis ~cf. Fig. 5!. We assume that the TLS corre-
sponds to an internal DOF of an ‘‘atom’’ A, which is held
fixed atx50. The TLS Hamiltonian is given by
Ĥs
05Vŝx1Dŝz . ~33!
The bath Hamiltonian is similar to that employed in Refs. 88,
97, 154, and 167. The instantaneous positions of the first ten
helium atoms (i 51,2,...,10) are given by@xi5sHe–A1( i
21)sHe–He1d i #, and the 11th, and last, helium atom is held
fixed at x115sHe–A110sHe–He ~cf. Fig. 5!. The overall









where x̂5( x̂(1),...,x̂(10)) and p̂5@ p̂(1),...,p̂(10)# are the op-








He–He~sHe–He1d i 112d i !. ~35!
Here,




is the familiar Lennard–Jones~LJ! potential, withs and e
given by$sHe–A,eHe–A% and$sHe–He,eHe–He% for the He–A,
and He–He interactions, respectively. It should be noted that
the potential energy in Eq.~35! only includes nearest-
neighbor interactions. Importantly, the interaction between
atom A and the first helium atom depends on the internal
state of atom A. More specifically, the equilibrium distance
between atom A and the first helium atom is either
21/6sHe–A1r 0 or 2
1/6sHe–A2r 0 , depending on whether the
internal state of atom A is given byu1& or u2&. For example,
this could correspond to a situation where the electronic
wave function of the excited electronic state of the solute
atom A is less spatially confined than that in the ground
electronic state.
In the next step, we rewrite the Hamiltonian in Eq.~34!










@V1~ x̂!1V2~ x̂!#, ~37!
the system Hamiltonian is given by
Ĥs5Vŝx1FD1 12 ^V1~ x̂!2V2~ x̂!&eq0 G ŝz , ~38!
and the system-bath coupling is given by





@V1~ x̂!2V2~ x̂!2^V1~ x̂!2V2~ x̂!&eq
0 #. ~40!
It should be noted that the term̂V1( x̂)1V2( x̂)&eq
0 ŝz/2 has
been added to the original system Hamiltonian, Eq.~33!,
such thatĤbs satisfies Eq.~5!.
Calculations pertaining to this model have been per-
formed using the following values of the parameters:T
540 K, sHe–A54.944 a.u., sHe–He54.310 a.u., eHe–A/kB
525.1 K, eHe–He/kB510.2 K, V51.0310
24 a.u., D51.2
31024 a.u., andr 050.2 a.u. Unlike in the case of the har-
monic bath, the Wigner transform ofL̂r̂b
eq cannot be calcu-
lated analytically for this anharmonic model. At the same
time, a numerically exact calculation of the corresponding
multidimensional integral via conventional Monte Carlo
~MC! techniques is prohibitively expensive, due to the oscil-
latory phase factor,e2 iP0D/\. One way of overcoming this
problem is by introducing an approximation that will allow
us to perform the Wigner integral analytically. We have re-
cently proposed such an approximation, which is based on a
quadratic expansion, in terms ofD, of the ratio ^Q0
1D/2ue2bĤbuQ02D/2&/^Q0ue2bĤbuQ0&.
154 The resulting
methodology will be referred to below as the local harmonic
approximated LSC~LHA–LSC!. The LHA–LSC methodol-
ogy has several important advantages such as reproducing
the correct classical andt50 limits, as well as accounting
for both quantum and anharmonic aspects of the bath when
sampling its initial configurations. It has also been observed
to lead to accurate results when applied to the challenging
problem of calculating high-frequency vibrational energy re-
laxation rate constants~the reader is referred to Refs. 154
and 155 for further details!. The results reported later are
based on using the LHA–LSC method for calculating the
Wigner transform ofL̂r̂b
eq.
In Fig. 6, we show the real and imaginary parts of the
free-bath CF,C(t)5^L̂(0)L̂(t)&, as obtained from a LHA–
LSC-based calculation, withL̂ as in Eq.~40!. This CF rep-
FIG. 5. A schematic view of the helium chain model. The TLS is directly
coupled to helium atom 1, and the interaction potential depends on the TLS
state. The helium atoms interact via nearest neighbor Lennard–Jones pote -
tials. Helium atoms 1–10 are free to move, while the 11th helium atom is
held fixed.
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resents the only input required in order to account for the
influence of the bath on the system in the WC limit. It is
important to note that this CF decays to zero and is relatively
short lived, which justifies the view that a bath consisting of
11 helium atoms can already be considered as a condensed-
phase host.
In Fig. 7, we show the relaxation of the population of
state u1&, P1(t)5^1ur̂s(t)u1&, to equilibrium, starting
from the initial stater̂s(0)5u1&^1u, as obtained by solving
the GQME with a kernel that was computed based on the
LHA–LSC approximation~solid line!. Also shown in this
figure are:~1! The result obtained via a direct application of
LHA–LSC to the TLS dynamics, Eq.~19! ~dotted line!; and
~2! The result obtained via the WC treatment, with the free-
bath CF obtained via LHA–LSC~dashed line!. It should be
noted that a numerically exact quantum mechanical calcula-
tion is prohibitively expensive in this case, and is therefore
not available for comparison. The following observations can
be made based on Fig. 7:
• As expected, the results from all three methods coin-
cide at very short times. The corresponding time scale is
comparable to the lifetime of the CF in Fig. 6. This suggests
that restricting the use of the LHA–LSC approximation to
the calculation of the memory kernel will lead to more accu-
rate results.
• The WC and LHA–LSC–GQME treatments lead to
significantly different asymptotic equilibrium states, which
implies that the system-bath coupling cannot be assumed to
be weak.
• One expects the direct LHA–LSC and WC relaxation
behaviors to be overdamped and underdamped, respectively,
relative to the exact result~cf. Sec. IV A!. The damping in
the relaxation predicted via the LHA–LSC–GQME method
is indeed intermediate between those two extremes, which is
consistent with the view that LHA–LSC–GQME is more
accurate.
The LHA–LSC-based real and imaginary parts of
^̂ 12uK~t!u11&&, ^̂ 12uK~t!u22&&, ^̂ 12uK~t!u12&&, and
^̂ 12uK~t!u21&& are shown in Figs. 8 and 9, respectively.
Also shown in those figures are the corresponding predic-
tions of the WC treatment, which are based on the bath-free
CF in Fig. 6. The lifetimes of the GQME and WC memory
kernels is seen to be comparable to that of the free bath CF in
FIG. 6. The free bath CFC(t)5^L̂(0)L̂(t)& for the helium chain model, as
obtained via the LHA–LSC method.
FIG. 7. The relaxation ofP1(t)5^1ur̂s(t)u1& to equilibrium in the case of
a TLS nonlinearly coupled to an anharmonic bath which consists of a chain
of eleven helium atoms. Shown are the predictions of the GQME with a
LHA–LSC approximated kernel~LHA–LSC–GQME, solid line!, a predic-
tion based on the WC treatment~dashed line!, and the prediction based on
direct application of LHA–LSC~dotted line!. The latter is only given at
short times due to an increase in the number of unstable trajectories that the
MM mapping gives rise to.
FIG. 8. The LHA–LSC-based and WC-based real parts of^̂ 12uK~t!u11&&
and ^̂ 12uK~t!u22&& ~upper panel!, ^̂ 12uK~t!u12&& ~middle panel!, and
^̂ 12uK~t!u21&& ~lower panel!, for a TLS coupled to a linear chain of 11
helium atoms. Note that̂̂ 12uK~t!u11&&5^̂ 12uK~t!u22&& at the WC
limit.
FIG. 9. The LHA–LSC-based and WC-based imaginary parts of^̂ 12uK~t!u
11&& and ^̂ 12uK~t!u22&& ~upper panel!, and ^̂ 12uK~t!u12&& ~lower
panel!, for a TLS coupled to a linear chain of 11 helium atoms. Note that
Im^̂ 12uK~t!u21&&50 in this case~see lower panel of Fig. 8 for its real
part!. Note that^̂ 12uK~t!u11&&5^̂ 12uK~t!u22&& at the WC limit.
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Fig. 6, and an order of magnitude smaller in comparison to
the time scale of the TLS relaxation in Fig. 7. The GQME
memory kernel is visibly different from its WC counterpart,
which is consistent with the view that the WC limit is not
valid in this case. Another signature to a non-WC behavior is
provided by the difference between̂̂12uK~t!u11&& and
^̂ 12uK~t!u22&& ~those two matrix elements coincide in the
WC limit!.78 As in the spin-boson case, all elements, except
for ^̂ 12uK~t!u12&&, vanish att50. This is consistent with
the explicit expressions in the WC limit, and appears to re-
main valid beyond it.
Finally, we note that a few~less than 2%! of the trajec-
tories in the LHA–LSC calculation of the SDBCFs were
observed to become unstable and were therefore discarded.
This unphysical instability can be traced back to the MM
mapping, which allows for initial values ofsz
MM which are
larger ~smaller! than 1~21!, such that the system-bath cou-
pling term,Ĥbs5L̂ŝz , can make the potential unbounded. It
should be noted that the fact that the SDBCFs are relatively
short lived plays a key role here too, since the number of
unstable trajectories grows with time~for that reason, the
direct LHA–LSC result in Fig. 7 is only given at relatively
short times!. We have verified that the SDBCFs obtained by
discarding the unstable trajectories are in agreement with a
calculation based on an alternative~as well as more compu-
tationally demanding! mixed quantum-classical Liouville
treatment, which avoids those instabilities. A more detailed
discussion of this point will be provided in a separate forth-
coming paper.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a new methodology for simu-
lating the nonequilibrium reduced quantum dynamics of a
system coupled to a bath. The new methodology is based on
using the LSC approximation for calculating the two-time
SDBCFs, which are then fed as input into the calculation of
the memory kernel, and followed by propagation of the sys-
tem density matrix based on the GQME. The new method-
ology can be used for simulating the quantum dynamics of
strongly coupled and highly anharmonic condensed phase
systems, even when it takes place far from equilibrium. As
such, it represents an important step forward in our ability to
simulate quantum dynamics beyond the domains of validity
of LRT and WC treatments~cf. Fig. 1!. The success of the
new methodology relies on the ability of the LSC approxi-
mation to generate a reasonably accurate description of the
dynamics over the life time of the memory kernel. Since the
latter is typically much shorter than the system relaxation
time, one expects the new methodology will generally be
significantly more accurate in comparison to a direct appli-
cation of the LSC approximation. The new methodology
should also exhibit superior accuracy in comparison to stan-
dard QMEs of the Bloch–Redfield type, which are subject to
the restrictive assumption of weak system-bath coupling and
Markovity.
The LSC–GQME methodology presented herein is simi-
lar in spirit to the semiclassical methodology of Makriet al.
for calculating the path integral IF that results from coupling
to anharmonic environments.69,168,169 Similarly to the
memory kernel, the IF provides a formally exact and com-
pact parameterization of the influence of the bath on the sys-
tem dynamics. The semiclassical approximation employed
by Makri et al. is different from the LSC one, and is based
on treating the forward-backward dynamics in terms of a
singlesemiclassical propagator of the Herman–Kluk type.120
Self cancellations of the forward and backward actions then
lead to a smoother integrand, which can be integrated over
via MC techniques. This forward-backward semiclassical
methodology is particularly suitable for calculating the IF,
which is given by the trace over a product of real and imagi-
nary time evolution operators. The application of the
forward-backward semiclassical approach to the calculation
of CFs of the form Tr(ÂeiĤ t/\B̂e2 iĤ t/\) is also particularly
straightforward when the operatorB̂ has an exponential
form. Unfortunately, the SDBCFs may involve nonexponen-
tial operators. Although the latter may be represented
in terms of exponential operators, the procedure is not
unique, and different representations can lead to
different results.127,151,170 In fact, it has been argued
by Miller and co-workers that one of the most practical
representations, which has been based on the identityB̂
52 i (]/]l)eilB̂ul50 , Ref. 127, is closely related to the LSC
approximation.170
A comparison of the computer memory requirements of
the IF and GQME approaches seems to suggest that the latter
provides a more favorable ‘‘packaging’’ of the information
regarding the influence of the bath over the system’s dynam-
ics. More specifically, ifN is the number of states~e.g., cor-
responding to the states included in the discrete variable rep-
resentation!, and kmax is the number of time slices that
the bath correlation time is divided into, then the computer
space required for storing the IF scales likeN2kmax ~within
the iterative tensor propagator method of Makri and
co-workers!,57–60,62,64while the space required for storing
the memory kernel scales like;N43kmax. This favorable
scaling is intimately related to the fact that the memory ker-
nel can be expressed in terms of;N4 two-time CFs,
whereas the IF is a function of the 2kmax variables that cor-
respond to the discrete representation of the system’s
forward-backward path. Thus, it is easier to store the
memory kernel in memory throughout the simulation in the
case of a system with relatively largeN andkmax. It should
also be noted that the structure of the IF approach forces a
description of thesystemdynamics in terms of path integrals,
which may not be the most cost-effective framework for
simulating the dynamics of what is usually a relatively small
quantum system. At the same time, the description of the
system dynamics via the GQME is formulated in terms of
operators, and is therefore free of such constraints.
The LSC–GQME methodology presented herein would
allow for the simulation of nonequilibrium quantum dynam-
ics of a system with an arbitrary coupling to an anharmonic
environment, and beyond the domains of LRT and WC treat-
ments~see Fig. 1!. Many exciting applications fall into this
category, including electronic and vibrational relaxation,
chromophore spectroscopy, coherent control, and chemical
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reactivity, in liquid solution and other anharmonic media.
Those and other applications are the subject of ongoing work
in our group, and will be reported in future publications.
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